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Current Hot Topics in Machine Learning

Bayesian learning includes:
Gaussian processes.
Approximate inference.
Bayesian nonparametrics.
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Bayesian approach: predictions based on rules of probability.
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Why isn’t everyone using this?
Philosophical: Some people don’t like “subjective” prior.
Computational: Typically leads to nasty integration problems.
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We obtain our standard models as special cases:
Least squares: yi ∼ N (wT xi , σ 2 ).
L2-regularized least squares: yi ∼ N (wT xi , σ 2 ),
L2-regularized logistic regression:
yi ∼ Sigm(wT xi ),

wj ∼ N (0,

√1 ).
λ

L1-regularized logistic regression:
yi ∼ Sigm(wT xi ),
And so on...

wj ∼ L(0, λ1 ).

wj ∼ N (0,

√1 ).
λ
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Bayesian approach (Bayesian linear regression):
Predict by integrating over “hidden” parameters:
Z
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H

Integrate over posterior distribution rather than optimize over it.
Note that p(D|h) dominates p(h|D) as datasize grows.
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3 ingredients for Bayesian analysis of coin flipping:
1

Use a Bernoulli likelihood for coin X landing ‘heads’,
p(X = ‘H 0 |θ) = θ,

2

p(X = ‘T 0 |θ) = 1 − θ,

Our prior reflects our prior beliefs about θ, we’ll assume:
The coin has a 50% chance of being fair (θ = 0.5).
The coin has a 50% chance of being rigged (θ = 1).

3

Our data consists of three consecutive heads: ‘HHH’.

Coin Flipping Example: Estimators

What is the probability that the next coin lands heads?
Maximum likelihood estimate is θ̂ = 1 since
1 = p(HHH|θ = 1) > p(HHH|θ = 0.5) = 1/8,
MAP estimate is θ̂ = 1 since
0.5 = p(HHH|θ = 1)p(θ = 1) > p(HHH|θ = 0.5)p(θ = 0.5) = 1/16,
ML and MAP both the say probability is 1.
But we believed that there was a 50% chance the coin is fair.

Coin Flipping Example: Posterior
What is the probability that the next coin lands heads?
The posterior probability that θ = 1 is
p(HHH|θ = 1)p(θ = 1)
p(HHH)
p(HHH|θ = 1)p(θ = 1)
=
p(HHH|θ = 0.5)p(θ = 0.5) + p(HHH|θ = 1)p(θ = 1)
(1)(0.5)
8
=
= ,
(1/8)(0.5) + (1)(0.5)
9

p(θ = 1|HHH) =

and similarly we have p(θ = 0.5|HHH) = 19 .
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p(θ = 1|HHH) =

and similarly we have p(θ = 0.5|HHH) = 19 .
Posterior predictive distribution is
p(H|HHH) = p(H, θ = 1|HHH) + p(H, θ = 0.5|HHH)

= p(H|θ = 1, HHH)p(θ = 1|HHH) + p(H|θ = 0.5, HHH)p(θ = 0.5|HH
= p(H|θ = 1)p(θ = 1|HHH) + p(H|θ = 0.5)p(θ = 0.5|HHH)
= (1)(8/9) + (0.5)(1/9) = 0.94.
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Comments on coin flipping example:
Bayesian prediction uses that HHH could come from fair coin.
As we see more heads, posterior converges to 1.
ML/MLE/Bayes usually agree as data size increases.

If we ever see a tail, posterior of θ = 1 becomes 0.
If the prior is correct, then Bayesian estimate is optimal:
Bayesian decision theory gives optimal action incorporating costs.

If the prior is incorrect, Bayesian estimate may be worse.
This is where people get uncomfortable about “subjective” priors.

But ML/MAP are also based on “subjective” assumptions.
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Topics for next week:
When can we compute the posterior predictive?
Are there “non-informative” priors?
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